
Minutes of the  

Nordic (Baltic) Hang and Paragliding 

meeting in Reykjavik November 29
th

 2008 

1 Opening of the meeting 
Very good meeting room with a view and bad weather hammering the windows. 
We aimed for finish the meeting Saturday so no meeting on Sunday. 
 
2 Approval of the agenda 
Agenda was approved 
 
3 Approval of the minutes from last meeting 
It was not a full meeting in Manzanillo Mexico, so minutes are scarce. 
 
4 Nordic Championships  

- HG XC 2009 bids  

Norway will host the Nordics as usually, dates in July announced later. 
Encourage Nordic HG pilots to go there 
- PG XC 2009 bids  

1 vote per country 
must be cat2 competition 
must be 2 or more Nordic countries 
must be accepted at the Nordic meeting or via email of the NHPA 
 
Norway bid - discussed 
Danish bid - discussed 
Swedish bid - discussed 
Finland - Charmonix, Slovenia 
Denmark - Slovenia 
Sweden - Slovenia...but others are also good 
Iceland - Norway/Slovenia 
Norway - Norway 
The order of preference is: 

1 Slovenia 
2 Norway 
3 Charmonix 

If there is airspace restriction Slovenia will not be accepted, Stein-Tore is checking 
with the organizer (result was the airspace restrictions would not be a problem). 
If permit is required, then we should have a copy of the permit from authorities before 
January 1st 2009. 
Norway will be accepted if Slovenia is not accepted. 
 
- Nordic PG Accuracy 

No interest, Finland has tried it, but pilots were not interested. 
 
- Nordic PG Aerobatics 
Norway has yearly competitions 
Sweden has their first official Swedish competition, it can become the Nordic 

championship of 2009 



 
-Fun competitions 
Denmark has local competition ridge soaring, media friendly, find marks and 
remember the markings, bomb throwing and Russian roulette where you kick a stick 
on the ridge and get points if you make it. 
Iceland has competition with spot landing and pilots wear costumes. 
Number of ideas how the Nordic countries have had fun competitions, media friendly 
used to promote sport. 
 
- Nordic Paramotor competitions 
Finland asked if paramotor competitions will be part of the Nordic groups. 
Denmark is planning to have championship, possibly together with a towing 

competitions. 
Mostly the same people as PG pilots and are parts of the HG/PG associations. 
There seems to be interest to at least look into this in the Nordic group. 
Until now it has not been part of the Nordic group discussion but mentioned number 
of times. 

 
5 Nordic records  
Denmark Class5  
Triangle 141km 
Speed 38.5km/klst 
Kenneth Bakholm Hansen 
07-06-2008 Starttid: 12:54:16 Tid i luften: 03:47:54 
http://www.dhpu.dk/liga/ligalister/visopgaven.asp?id=172 
 
Norway paraglider 
open distance 245.2km 
03.07.2008 Daniel Bjorkas 
 
Norway Class5 
Wener Johannessen 
open distance 234.8km 
04.07.2008,  
NOTE! records from 2007 will be added , communicating via email. 
 
 
6 Nordic trophy (bring details of the best distances of 2008 for your country) 

- hang gliding 

Denmark :Lars Bo 141km triangle 
- paragliding   

Norway: Daniel Bjorkas open distance 245.2km 
 

7 Safety and training  
- Accidents 

Norway: 2 fatal accidents in PG (paramotor drowning of the pilot), France wingover 
and spun into the ground. Both two low when doing their manoeuvres. Student 
killed in 2007 flying into powerline (3rd flight), no major HG accidents. 

Denmark: no fatal accidents, 3 accident reports, Lykken, Fyn lee side, student 2,5 
hours goes on lee side. In 2007 HG pilot stall with dive on a cliff head first. 
Mentioned Sailplane system reg, yellow, green. 



Iceland: PG student fractured arm. 
Sweden: accident report attached 
Finland: Fatal accident of competition pilot in Nordic Open, other problems even 

related to one instructor.  
- Training matters 

 
8 CIVL matters  

- CIVL Bureau update 

 central accident reporting, starting at Cat1 and then Cat2 
- Plenary 2009 agenda/issues 

9 Environmental issues 
 Denmark reported issues where "nature2000" is used to close down flying in 
HG/PG 
10 Other matters  

 paramotoring 

 3d tracklogs 

 Leagal actions against instructor in Sweden 

 Working plan - official warning  
11 Next meeting  

- Host country: Finland 
- Date and place: 28th of November 

12 Closing of the meeting 
It finished late Saturday so no meeting Sunday morning 

 
 


